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FIELD EXPERIMENTS ACROSS THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

Friday, April 15, 2016

9:45-10:15  Registration and Breakfast
            Introduction

10:15-12:00  FIELD EXPERIMENTS AND POLICY CHANGE
            |  Jake BOWERS
            The White House Social and Behavioral Sciences Team does randomized field experiments to improve US Federal Government public policy.
            |  Betsy LEVY PALUCK
            Changing climates of conflict: A social network based field experiment in US middle schools.
            |  Discussant: Macartan HUMPHREYS

12:00-1:30  LUNCH

1:30-3:15   SOCIAL NETWORKS AND SOCIAL INFLUENCE
            |  Robert CIALDINI
            Field experiments on the role of social vs. financial factors in (environmental) behavior change.
            |  Duncan WATTS
            The virtual lab.
            |  Discussant: Jennifer LARSON

3:15-3:45   COFFEE BREAK

3:45-5:30   DISCRIMINATION
            |  Ryan ENOS
            Causal effect of intergroup contact on exclusionary attitudes.
            |  András TILCSIK
            Field experiments on labor market discrimination.
            |  Discussant: Tessa WEST
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